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Abstract— Chatbots actively interact with our society today.
From customer service over their use in research and bot with
malicious intent, their impact on social media is undeniable.
This paper serves as an overview over chatbots in relation
to our society. First the history of chatbots is outlined. The
main use-cases of chatbots are presented. Different approaches
to the implementation of chatbots are discussed. After that
methods for chatbot identification are summarized. And finally
the performance of an exemplary Sequence to Sequence chatbot
is presented. The goal of this paper is to provide a knowledge to
understand how far chatbots have come, what they are capable
of and how to identify one.

Index Terms— artificial intelligence, social media, instant mes-
saging, data mining, chatbot, chatter bot

I. INTRODUCTION

1966 the first noticeable chatbot emerged. Since then a lot
has happened in this field. And with social media and espe-
cially instant messaging such programs have gained interest.
Companies are switching their customer services to chatbots,
provide information retrieval over messages, eliminating the
need for apps and websites further and further. Such a huge
user base as social messaging has sparked researches to
experiment and advance in natural language processing. For
instance Microsoft launched their Twitter bot called ”Tay” in
2015 for research purposes. It’s goal was to learn common
topics, and chat with humans, ultimately forming its own
character. This idea completely backfired when Tay developed
a fascistic personality, ignoring the holocaust, being racist and
admiring hitler [1]. Sadly this opportunity is also used for
malicous intent. From mass advertising, over tricking users
to do something, up to manipulating elections. However it is
very possible to detect a bot on social messaging platforms.
The following will give an overview over developments in
this area, focused on the interactions between chatbots and
the society, trying to inspire a discussion about how far and
how useful chatbots have become and where the future will
lead them.

II. DEFINITION

A chatbot, first called ”chatterbot”, is a computer program
using textual methods in order to interact with a human being.
Such a bot can either be a tool for the user, knowingly being
a computer program, or tries to convincingly participate in a
human conversation.

The success of the latter a is often measured via the
Turing Test. This test consists of a person A chatting with

another person B and a computer C. A has to decide if his
conversational partner is either B or C, finally comparing
human to machine. C has passed the test, when A can not
completely determine which is which with certainty.

III. BRIEF HISTORY OF CHATBOTS

In 1950 the scientist Alan Touring created the Turing Test
with his paper Computing Machinery and Intelligence. This
Test has since been used as a way of measuring how human
like artificial intelligence is.
The first chatbot believed to pass this test was ELIZA con-
figured with the DOCTOR script, developed at MIT Natural
Language Processing Research around 1966, a chatbot used in
waiting rooms of doctors, hence the name, and thus interacting
on a social level with the patients. The pattern based program
performed very well in the medical domain. Yet if these
conversations went more in depth it is very clear, that ELIZA
was nowhere near passing the Touring Test [2].
This inspired a great deal of successors like PARRY, ALICE
or Jabberwacky, the predecessor of Cleverbot. Since 1991 the
Loebner Prize was founded, holding an annual competition
to trial chatbots in their ability to pass the Touring Test.
Even though the competition is often subject for discussion
on its accuracy and usefulness for research [3], it provides an
overview over how feasible advancements in this area are. The
latest winner, 2016, is the newest version of ALICE. The first
ALICE version from 1995 used the pattern based Artificial-
Intelligence-Markup-Language, in short AIML. It is still in
successfully in use since 2016 the newest ALICE version won
the Loebner Prize.
Today with the emergence of social media and instant mes-
saging a social link to a huge user base has been established.
This resulted in more and more companies developing chatbots
for users to access information or provide customer service.
Furthermore research in human conversation and natural lan-
guage processing uses chatterbotts in social media to make
advancements. Yet chatbots exists for malicious intent.

IV. USE CASES

This section outlines the main use cases of chatbot, where
they interact with the society. With social media and instant
messaging having more and more users on different platforms
and companies seeking the closeness to their customers, chat-
bots are the ideal tool, integrating seamlessly with users daily
routine.



A. customer service

One of the main applications for chatbots are customer
services. The amount of chatbots as delivery services has
drastically increased over the past few years [4]. Important for
this kind of bot is to unmistakably understand the customer.
For that reason a simpler, maybe not so human like, implemen-
tation is sufficient. Many messaging platforms provide an API
for bots, supporting commands and behaviours, so the user can
more reliably interact with the bot. Platforms like Telegram are
equipped with more features, aiding in development and usage.
Those features include a way to acquire bots over special in
app stores, a special command and menu selection keyboard.
All in all chatbots for customer services have the goal of being
reliable and integrating with the platform rather than being
human like and open domain, thus often resulting in pattern
based approach.

B. information acquisition

Another use of chatbots in social messaging is information
acquisition. For operators of websites and apps that provide
simple data like weather forecasts chatbots are an alternative
medium to spread the information. Furthermore apps are often
sold together with products in order to check their status
remotely. As an example an automatic vacuum cleaner, which
up until now had a status app, can now be accessed via
a chat interface, thus integrating seamlessly with the user.
The motivation for companies is not only, that a chat based
alternative is simpler to implement, it also brings ease of use
to the customers. To conclude with chatbots information can
now be acquired without the need of extra apps or visiting
websites. Since the bot does not have to behave human like,
a pattern based approach with prepared answers is possible.

C. research

Human conversations are being researched more and more
since social media and messaging emerged. As such a lot of
chatbots are trained with this data. But the bigger advantage
is testing them and learning from their performance with
the general public [1]. There are two main topics related to
chatbots. Natural language processing profits from the huge
amounts of data, recognizing new learning patterns, analyzing
performance and training of artificial intelligence systems. On
the other hand opinion mining, also called sentiment analysis,
researches the psychological understanding. This resulted e.g
in chatbots trained to find pedophiles [5]

D. malicious intent

With Chatbots pretending to be human, they are used for
phishing attacks. Tricking people into giving up private data
is another common form of usage. Chatbots are often used
to spread bad information, manipulating people into changing
their opinion. This is especially dangerous, when used to
manipulate the outcome of elections. Another less malicious
intent is to advertise on a massive scale.

V. MAIN PROBLEMS

A. Validation

In order to build the perfect chatbot, one has to overcome
several obstacles. Validating a chatbot is one of the most
common ones. Because how can you test human conversation.
Since companies can’t guarantee a working product, this is a
serious issue. A rather good example for this was Microsoft
Tay [1].

B. Coherent personality

Chatbots often have coherent personality issues, meaning
they won’t give the similar answers for semantically same
questions. This poses a threat for every firm relying on their
chatbots to give the same information. A chatbot might reply
to ”how many pizzas will I get tonight?” with ”3”, while ”what
number of pizzas did i order?” could be seen as a different
question and answered with ”2”.

C. context

Incorporating context is crucial to a human-like
conversation. Context also is one of the most challenging
aspects of a chatbot. Having a chatbot connect two topics,
multiple sentences or just react to an answer of the previous
question is difficult. Solving this will result in bots being
able to reason, bringing them a huge step closer to pass the
Turing Test.

D. Intention and diversity

The last problem worth mentioning here is improving chat-
terbots’ intention and diversity. Responses repeatedly consist
of ”That’s great”, ”Ok”, ”Yes” or ”No”. Those are good
answers fitting a lot of times, yet it does not make the
conversation very interesting or useful.

VI. MECHANICS

A chatbot is a complex system. Therefor breaking it down
into different categories can help. Each one of them has a
simpler, more reliable, and a complex, more flexible, hence
human like, approach. In the end a combination of them results
in a chatbot architecture. AIML is a widespread pattern based
language, therefore being used here as an aid explanation [6].

A. Response

When picking a reply, it can either be done generative or
retrieval based. Since the reply is the most important aspect
of a chatbot the retrieval based approach is still used in most
chatbots, being the more reliable option.

1) retrieval based: Retrieval based systems have some kind
of database as their backend and construct answers based
on rules. Algorithms reach from picking a preset answer up
to complex grammar composition. For instance AIML has
plugins enabling it to access databases directly and construct
querys with current variables. To classify an approach as
retrieval based means that no new text will be generated. Even
a deep learning network picking words from a database is



retrieval based.
Responses created with this method are more reliable because
those rules can be tested. Furthermore spelling mistakes are
highly unlikely to happen since every word that could exists
in a response is hard coded. On the other hand it is impossible
for this kind of chatbot to manage an open domain, since an
infinite amount of rules would be necessary.

2) generative based: The exact opposite are generative
models. Their goal is to generate the whole text based on
learned concepts and previous experience. Deep learning re-
current neural networks (RNNs) with LSTM or GRU cells are
often used to accomplish this. This works since RNNs have
the ability to store some information about previous data. A
very popular architecture using this is Sequence to Sequence,
later explained in the architectures section.
Generative models are the only ones able to handle an open
domain. Their ability to learn from previous data allows them
to adjust and predict context changes. However the problem
with all neural networks is under and over fitting. This means
that underfit networks will respond with a simple answer like
”no” to every question, while overfit networks repeat only
sentences from the training data.

B. Intent

Recognizing the intent of the human participant in the
conversation is crucial for every chatbot. This can be done
either pattern based or by a classification algorithm.

1) pattern approach: Chatbots began with pattern based
models and are still successful with it. AIML can reduce
complex grammatical forms to simpler ones, narrowing it
down to fewer cases. Divide and conquer helps with that,
which is also possible. The definition of synonyms is another
way to rule out possibilities. Spelling and grammar correction
helps identifying the users intent. The following code shows
how AIML tags are used for divide and conquer and symbolic
reduction.

<category>
<pattern>DO YOU KNOW WHO * IS</pattern>
<template><srai>WHO IS <star/></srai></template>

</category>

<category>
<pattern>YES *</pattern>
<template><srai>YES</srai> <sr/></template>

</category>

In the end a simple keyword detection, optionally with
regular expressions, serves as an understanding of what the
users wants. This process is very reliable and an error can
be resolved by changing the patterns and rules. However the
problem is, that every single rule has to be hand written and
verified.

2) classification approach: With conversation just being
another kind of data, data mining algorithms are able to learn
the users intent based on previous data. Recurrent neural
networks when used and trained correctly are one way to
accomplish that. This works by breaking a sentence down
into its words, feeding them as input to a RNN with LSTM

or GRU cells and collecting the output as a vector. This
vector represents the collected information, the intent. There
are a few problems with this approach. First of all the output
vector is not human readable, thus requiring a decoder trained
with the same data. The two components together is called
Sequence to Sequence. Furthermore this just collects context
about one sentence. Thus another wrapping system to keep
context between sentences is required. However this system
generates text completely on its own.

C. Context

The context, depending on the use case, reaches from
understanding and reacting on the previous sentence up to a
whole conversation. Again this can be done based on human
made rules or with a data mining algorithm.

1) rule based: In a rule based environment context can be a
state of variables. These variables can be set with the <think>
tag in AIML. AIML provides conditionals to interact with
these variables. Additionally it is possible to set a previous
pattern with the <that> tag.

The following snippet is from A.L.I.C.E. and defines what
happens when she is asked about herself.

<category>
<pattern>WHAT ARE YOU</pattern>
<template>

<think><set name="topic">Me</set></think>
I am the latest result in artificial

intelligence,
which can reproduce the capabilities of the

human brain
with greater speed and accuracy.

</template>
</category>

This enables setting variables to connect context to.
2) machine learning based: Context handling is still exper-

imental in the data mining area. There are several approaches
trying to make context feasible. One option is to interleave a
RNN with context layers, like described in figure 1. Another
is to input a context vector together with the sentence data.

D. Domain

A conversation in a closed domain is very limited in
possibilities, making it easier for the chatbot to give fitting
replies. An open domain however forces the chatbot to adapt
to changing topics and thus require it to recognize a topic
change. The <think> tag can be used, enabling the bot to
store information without notice. With this the current topic
can be switched and if there are enough topics supported, the
program appears to support an open domain.

E. Architectures

Every social bot has to have some sort of connection to
the social media platform. Beneath this is the real chatbot
architecture. Depending on the use-case, it can be simple or
rather complicated.



Fig. 1. Context Layer RNN [7]

Fig. 2. Advertisement image for telegram bots [8]

1) Chatbot API: The simplest architectures use an API
from an instant messaging platform.

E.g. the Telegram Bot API gives the user commands to
choose from and the bot to send data according to them. The
user interact with it like seen in figure 2.

2) Seq2Seq: The most common deep learning architecture
is Sequence to Sequence. It is a composition of an encoding
and decoding RNN, connected through an intent vector, as
shown in figure 3. And it is trained with sentence pairs. More
on its performance later on.

Fig. 3. A seq2seq model with LSTM cells [9]

3) Cleverbot: This retrieval based architecture relies com-
pletely on user input. Human answers are stored in a database
and based on an algorithm scanning for keywords retrieved
from it. In other words it is a search engine looking through
human answers.

4) A.L.I.C.E: Artificial Linguistic Internet Computer Entity,
short A.L.I.C.E, is a Java program interpreting an AIML
script.

VII. DETECTION

How can one know that one is chatting with a computer
program. The whole point of the Touring Test is that you
can’t. However there is still no bot that actually passed. So
switching the domain drastically or testing the context range
are easy ways to expose a chatbot. Furthermore social media
is more than just conversations. This whole section is a small
overview over the paper ”Methods for chatbot detection in
distributed text-based communications” [10].

A. Passive Detection

When observing a conversation there are possibilities to
passively detect a chatbot.

1) Message Sizes: Chatbot responses’ average size is typ-
ically greater compared to human responses. Another hint
is that chatbots reply with more equally sized sentences.
Humans’ message lengths differ in size very drastically, from
an ”ok” up to a fully in depth explanation. This linearity of
chatbots can be used to identify them based on the data from
a long conversation.

2) Inter Message Delays: While message sizes are rather
difficult to analyze manually, inter message delays can be
easier to notice. Chatbots normally respond as soon as possi-
ble, being a lot quicker than humans. However this is often
obfuscated by randomizing the response time. Nonetheless this
does not model human thinking and reading. A human takes
longer to reply to long questions, thus a chatbot with a random
response time can still be identified.

3) Repetition: Especially pattern based chatbots often use
exactly the same messages, humans tend to change up their
answers at least a little bit. Generative chatbots don’t have
that problem, yet they are trained based on context, therefore
responding to the same context in the exact same way. With
Sequence to Sequence models this even applies for each
sentence.



4) Evasiveness: A common reaction of pattern based chat-
bots when opposed with a question they can not answer will
try to evade it. Replies are drastic topic changes, counter
questions or simply a denial of answer. Since chatbots are
not all knowing this happens very often, especially when the
chatbot is closed domain.

B. Active Detection

When participating in a conversation there a are a few more
options to interrogate and identify a chatbot.

1) General Questions: To determine a chatbot using gen-
eral questions the following guidelines are helpful. Ques-
tions requiring informative answers, challenging the computers
syntactic engine and expecting the chatbot to have common
knowledge. Common typing shortcuts and obfuscations might
fool a chatbot as well. The example ”u want some f00d? me
2, y not?” is easy for a human to understand, a common bot
however will have problems with that. ”Can you explain what
’cast pearls before swines’ means?” is another question that
most bots won’t be able to answer.

2) URL probes: Understanding, Reasoning and Learning
(short URL) are hard for chatbots, thus being good types
of questions. E.g ”What color has the ocean?”, ”What is
’htebasile’ in reverse?” or ”’A 10 B 9 C 8’, what is the next
step in my pattern?” are questions that humans should be able
to answer but computer programs shouldn’t.

3) Subcognitive Probes: An obvious difference between
chatbot and human is their physical form. Computer programs
have no lifetime of physical experience making them aware of
the experiences of other people. Everybody knows the result
of touching a hot pan, but even if bots know, they connect no
experience with it. A question like ”What happens when you
get hit with a water bomb?” knows every human, no matter
if they experienced it themselves. This is called subcognitive
probing.

4) Rating Games: How much is something (how funny is
that name) People rate things on a daily basis. So when asked
to rate how good the name ”Bello” fits for a female dog, they
will have an answer ready. Chatbots on the other hand have
no physical experience therefore not being able to answer a
lot of these questions.

5) Social/Emotional Probes: Having to describe a feeling
in a specific situation requires an emotional understanding.
”How would you feel if you had to go to prison?” would
include an answer about loved ones or in general deep feelings
towards something. This is something artificial intelligence has
not yet been able to solve, therefore being ideal to identify a
chatbot.

6) Ambiguity Probes / Keyword Targeting: Chatbots, even
neural networks, look for keywords to classify the users intent.
Asking questions with those keywords in a different topic
might trick the chatbot into responding to the wrong topic. As
an example, if you have a chatbot that knows how to tell the
weather it will look for keywords like rain, sun, etc. A question
like ”What does my little sunshine want to eat today?”, where
sunshine is clearly intended to be a nickname, will probably be

answered with the weather forecast for today. Thus the right
questions can lead to a quick identification of a chatbot

C. Social Detection
1) Followers to Following Ratio: A chatbot typically tries

to reach as many people as possible. On platforms like twitter
this means following many other profiles. However there is
no reason for anyone to follow a bot, thus it has not many
followers. And therefore the followers to following ratio can
be an indication.

2) Activity: Another sign is the profile’s activity. A normal
person has a day-night cycle, a routine. A bot on the other hand
is probably always active. Furthermore a bot will try to reach
as many different people as possible, following new people
constantly. A normal person on the other hand has a field of
interest, thinking about who to follow. Those differences in
activity identify a chatbot.

VIII. AN EXAMPLE OF A SEQUENCE TO SEQUENCE
ARCHITECTURE USING TENSORFLOW

Tensorflow’s tutorial for a Seq2Seq model [11] intended
originally to provide a translation engine, training the model
with english to frensh translations. However trained with
sentence pairs of a conversation this results in a model capable
of responding to the context in one sentence, resulting in a
basic chatbot. The Cornell Movie Dialogs Corpus converted
with https://github.com/b0noI/dialog converter to fit as input
data to tensorflow’s Sequence to Sequence model creates the
examplary chatbot. The experiment was done to find out how
capable this kind of chatbot is. The results were to be expected.
At the beginning of the training the chatbot reacted to only
very specific answers, being underfit. After 20000 iterations
many answers consisted of ”no, you’re not” or ”i am going
to”, thus lacking of intention and diversity. At 45000 iterations
the answers were longer, more complex and context related.
However the chatbot started to use words not having any rela-
tion to the current context, thus specifically recalling a trained
sentence pair. With more iterations this problem got bigger.
The neural network now being overfit used explicit sentences
from its training, starting to lose context. Furthermore this
short experiment brought insight on how well such a chatbot
performs.

IX. CONCLUSION

Chatbots are growing as a part of our society, using social
media and instant messaging platforms like everyone else. This
paper gave insight over developments, use-cases and detection
of chatbots, even showing some examples. Bots are socially
accepted when their identity is known, but that is not always
the case. However this quote from Andrew Ng accurately
describes the current situation.

Most of the value of deep learning today is in narrow
domains where you can get a lot of data. Heres one example
of something it cannot do: have a meaningful conversation.
There are demos, and if you cherry-pick the conversation, it
looks like its having a meaningful conversation, but if you
actually try it yourself, it quickly goes off the rails.
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